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FOR all those who sit and seethe when
they notice people on public transport
who have apparently not used the
Oyster card readers, all the following
don’t need to: people with seven-day
or longer Travelcards on their Oyster;
Freedom Pass holders; police officers;
TfL staff; people with one-day
Travelcards or one-day bus passes.
In addition. those on pay-as-you-go
on their Oyster who have reached the
daily cap for the zones they are in
when they board the bus can skip
paying a fare.
Peter Salter
IT’S well known that TfL workers enjoy
free travel and this perk extends to
others living at the same address.
This is a very valuable perk that
equates to the cost of an annual Zone
1-9 Travelcard (£2,864) for each
household member who is eligible.
Shouldn’t they be individually taxed
on this perk as a benefit in kind, as are
all other workers who receive such
perks? Are current arrangements
really fair on taxpayers and hardpressed commuters who face yet
another significant fare increase next
January?
Ernie Jones

Young people
need help on jobs
OF course young people need real
jobs with real pay. We see a wide
range of young people on our Move
Forward with Confidence courses,
helping them with self-belief, staying
calm and focused. And boy, do they
need that help! The process of getting
a job is often frustrating and
disheartening even for the most
resourceful and resilient.
As well as creating jobs, other steps
can be taken immediately. Outlawing
unpaid internships would be a good
start. Also, let’s ban such misleading
behaviour as call centres hiding what
they are and advertising “media
opportunities” for creative arts
graduates. Legislate to force employers
to think about the human being at the
end of the online job application
procedure where two days spent filling
in an application form can be met by
an automated rejection.
Talking to young people who have
jobs, we have discovered bad
treatment and bullying that exploits
fears of losing their hard-won job, too.
Let’s find the political will to help our
beleaguered young people now.
Patricia Cleghorn, Orchid
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THE Arsenal team fielded on Sunday
was sent to the executioner without a
blindfold. Jenkinson, Traore, Coquelin
and Ramsey were all who were
available, yet players with arguably a
few years left in them had been sold.
Someone at Arsenal needs to take
control of the player pool. There needs
to be an investment of substance into
the squad as outgoing players have
been replaced by the second rate.
Squillaci, Koscielny, Vela and even
Arshavin wouldn’t make the first team
of half the clubs of the Premiership.
Theo Walcott has shown “promise” for
years and seems to have lost his
fighting spirit. Thanks for the
memories Arsene but it’s time to go.
Les Thain

On the rampage: Anderson congratulates Wayne Rooney after the second goal of his hattrick
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WHILE clubs have to show profitable
balance sheets big money will always
dominate in English football but Man
City, Liverpool and Manchester United
have all benefited from bedding in new
players over a season. Until clubs are
forced to grow more of their own and
field a team with no more than four or
six foreigners there will be distortions
around the transfer market and our
national game will suffer too.
Claude Keith

Carnival is still the best street party
THIS weekend we saw the
communities of Notting Hill come out
and show their dedication to holding
the biggest and best street party of the
world in their streets where it belongs.
The result was the best Carnival for
many years, like it used to be before
1986 (I’ve been going since the
Seventies), without the yob element or
the aggro. The victory of Mangrove
steel band, the ensemble local to the
Tabernacle in W11, in the national steel
band competition Panorama was a
particular boost to people’s spirits.
On Sunday there were police on
every corner, with flak jackets and riot
helmets on show to demonstrate that
the Met was watchful and prepared.
But already by Monday the police
presence seemed much lighter,
indicating they would trust Carnivalgoers to run the event ourselves.
It’s a huge confidence-booster that
the Met will be able to police the
Olympics properly. If there was
anything negative to dwell on it would
be the number of young middle-class
girls getting hammered and needing

O Having seen the ad in Thursday’s
Standard about the forthcoming Mayor
of London’s Central London Skyride on
September 4, which I enthusiastically
support, I searched the site for
information on the route and road
closures that day only to find I would
be advised “closer to the date”.
Shouldn’t other road users be warned a
little longer than a week in advance so
they can plan their journeys?
Tony

O Barry Fox, who criticises the
practicality of the Underground for
people who have just flown into
London: if you had taken the Piccadilly
line, operated by TfL and not the

It’s a huge
confidencebooster that
the Met will
be able to
police the
Olympics
properly
Tristan Hazell

the attention of paramedics — but
that’s a wider social problem.
Tristan Hazell, W11
I WAS told verbally by police on
Sunday to shut my pub by 7pm: I
hadn’t received the letter that was
meant to go out to everyone. When it
got to 7pm and customers tried to
come back inside to join their partners,
the police were furious. Riot officers
came in to try and clear everyone out,
unsuccessfully. There was no
consistency as other pubs stayed open
without upset. On Monday, a zealous
officer wanted us to stay shut all day
and it was only thanks to the borough’s
licensing officer that they came to the
compromise of 5pm.
I have sympathy for police feeling
under pressure; the problem is failing
to show understanding towards the
W11 community. On the Tuesday after
the riots, we were the one pub on
Portobello to open. Compared with
riots in Paris or the number of cars
regularly torched in Germany, the
incidents in London this month were

Heathrow Express, operated by BAA,
your journey and interchange to the
Northern line would involve much less
humping.
Alex Bennett

O Isn’t it funny how Matt Farley, a
teacher, is so pessimistic about the
young? Surely in his profession he
should have faith in the youth of today,
not assume that they all fare dodge?
Adam, Romford

O Forget soaring immigration, more
young people unemployed than ever
before, the oncoming double dip
recession, wage freezes and four-hour
waits to be seen in A&E: let’s attack the

generally mild and likely to prove a
flash in the pan. The danger of official
overreaction is as great as the danger
of further unrest.
Portobello landlord
EVERYONE was worried about the
potential for violence at Carnival, and
this has made calls to shrink the event
or move it to a park location easier to
voice. But for all the difficulties it
presents in terms of organisation,
Carnival belongs on the streets of W10
and W11, as the council recognises.
If only they could be as supportive
towards Portobello Market and small
shops, under threat from rising
business rates and the encroachments
of fashion chains. Support across the
local community, black and white, is
not enough to save them. W11’s unique
appeal comes from its mix alongside
newer wealth of the Carnival, market,
small retail and long-standing
residents. All the council’s current
actions are making it more difficult for
any of the original elements to remain.
Clara Curry, Notting Hill Shoes

benefit claimants instead. Typical
Tory Party!
Spider

O Whatever else one says about him, I
quite understand Fred Goodwin’s
outrage over pink wafers. There always
seems to be one or two of these nasties
lurking at the bottom of our biscuit tin —
and they always end up in the bin.
PeterR

O How does research warning that
using laptops in bed “can ruin
relationships” square with last week’s
news story about The Duet, “a USB
stick that doubles as a vibrator”?
Diana Johnson
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